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Globalisation, transnational academic mobility and the Chinese knowledge diaspora: An Australian case study

Rui Yang\textsuperscript{a} and Anthony R Welch\textsuperscript{b}
\textsuperscript{a}University of Hong Kong, \textsuperscript{b}University of Sydney

The master discourses of economic globalisation and the knowledge economy each cite knowledge diasporas as vital ‘trans-national human capital’. Based on a case study of a major Australian university, this article examines the potential to deploy China’s large and highly-skilled diaspora in the service of Chinese and Australian scientific and technological development. It finds that at a time when much of the world is deeply mired in a global financial crisis, this treasured resource of highly-skilled intellectuals assumes even greater significance. Meanwhile, there are key challenges to be confronted to fully utilise China’s overseas talent. It argues that the Chinese knowledge diaspora are a modern kind of cosmopolitan literati, and could contribute actively to higher education internationalisation in both Australia and China.
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Introduction

In an era when the knowledge economy is increasingly global in form, China is competing vigorously to strengthen its innovation system, of which its universities are a key element. Among China’s strategic advantages, the huge resource represented by its own highly-skilled diaspora is a key example. Recognising the potential of this resource, and in an era of skills shortages in key arenas, countries of migration, such as Australia, Canada and the USA have targeted their migration schemes at high-skill individuals, many of whom are mainland Chinese (Hugo, 2006). A large number of mainland Chinese intellectuals work at universities abroad, often after having taken their PhDs in such countries (Welch & Zhang, 2007). As knowledge carriers and producers, they are valuable human capital and are a target of national migration and innovation policies (Kuptsch & Pang, 2006). Those working in Australian universities become important assets to both Australia and China. However, there has been little research on them, especially in local contexts and in relation to broader axes of spatial relations in state and society (Cartier, 2003). Based on a case study of Ivy University (a pseudonym), this article examines the potential to deploy China’s large and highly-skilled diaspora in the service of Chinese and Australian scientific and technological development.

* Corresponding author: Faculty of Education, University of Hong Kong, Pokfulam Road, Hong Kong. Email: yangrui@hkcc.hku.hk
The choice of Ivy is based on its membership of Australia’s elite category of universities situated in a capital city. It is both a major employer and a key institution within the city and the state. Highly respected both domestically and globally, it attracts significant numbers of international students, mainly from within the Asia-Pacific region, with China as the largest single source of its international students. Australia’s unique location in the Asia Pacific, relatively close to China, is part of the reasons for so many students choosing Ivy (and Australia more generally), and among some Chinese staff, it is also seen as an advantage. For academics, lifestyle is sometimes given as another pull factor behind their decision to work in Australia.

**Diaspora, knowledge mobility and globalisation**

The term diaspora stems from Greek. Those who settled in new lands were regarded as *diesparmeynoi* (the etymology of the term reflects the act of scattering seed), and were referred to as *tō Ellenikho* (part of the Greek collective), affirming their common cultural identity. The ancient Greeks used it to describe the colonisation of Asia Minor and the Mediterranean in the Archaic period (800-600 BC) (Reis, 2004). Diaspora was later used to denote the dispersion of Jews outside Israel from the 6th century BC, when they were exiled to Babylonia. The word thus connotes the loss of homeland, uprootedness, expulsion, oppression, a collective memory of the homeland and a strong desire to return to it one day. It has now widened to include political refugees, guest workers, alien residents, expellees and overseas communities (Shuval, 2000, p. 42).

In comparison with other types of migration, a diaspora is a system of personal networks, shared culture and language, and an imaginary relationship to the homeland (Kapur, 2001, p. 5). While maintaining an identity and connection to the home country, it is a means of channelling the economic resources of the overseas diaspora to encourage investment and entrepreneurial activity in the homeland (Reis, 2004; Lucas, 2001). As globalisation intensifies, the elements such as the loss of homeland, a collective memory of oppression and the gnawing desire for return have been suppressed, while other connotations such as hyper-mobility and flexible identities on the part of transmigrants as well as multiculturalism and transnational flows of capital, have been elevated. They now maintain multiple relations – familial, economic, social, organisational, religious, and political – that cross borders (Ma & Cartier, 2003).

The language of diaspora emphasises the importance of homeland and entails fluidity, transnationality and economic-driven characteristics that emphasise the equal importance of hostland and the social transactions between homeland and hostland (Wong, 2006). Global knowledge diasporas, sustained by both increases in global migration flows and the rise and increasing ubiquity and density of information and communication technologies (Welch & Zhang, 2007), are, *inter alia*, a form of transnational human capital in the new millennium. They become more valuable in a context of fast-increasing geographical mobility and worldwide communication linked to globalisation (Zweig, Chen & Rosen, 2004). There is an urgent need for examining the contributions they make to both their homeland and the new land, and what factors that influence their knowledge work.

Universities embed themselves deeply in cross-border flows of knowledge workers. The new global cultural economy is a complex, overlapping, disjunctive order (Appadurai, 2001), with flows of cultures hardly bounded within nation-states but moving across national boundaries to the global. Within these processes, transnationalism emerges amongst diasporic
networks of ethnically and culturally distinctive peoples. The knowledge diaspora is able to interrogate the global through the local and contribute to the creation of ‘in-between’ cultural spaces above the boundary of nation-states (Rizvi, 2000). Universities as transnational platforms for knowledge diaspora work are essential organisations that create, transmit, reproduce and receive cultural messages or practices which support mobility and the deployment of cultural power. While rooted in their own cultures and affected by national realities, they are part of an international knowledge system, and interact with institutions and ideas from abroad.

For China, however, deploying the diaspora option is now a priority, representing a more nuanced response to issues of brain drain (Zweig, 2006). The number of Chinese students taking degrees abroad has risen significantly over the past decade, from little more than 20,000 in 1997, to 140,000 in 2007. While it is true that return rates have been rising of late, from around 6,000 in 1997 to almost 45,000 in 2007 (Welch & Cai, 2010), as more and more opportunities open up in China’s dynamically growing economy, it is still the case that a significant percentage of those who study abroad will remain overseas, and indeed there is some evidence that the very brightest are most likely to do so (Cao, 2004). They are an underexploited resource, expected to be able to play a vital role in China’s next stage of development and accelerate the integration of the Chinese academy into the international community.

This too must be seen in context. As has long been pointed out, the international knowledge system is fundamentally unequal (Altbach, 1998). A few countries at the centre retain extraordinary academic power, while the rest remain on the periphery or semi-periphery. The lack of well-trained academic personnel is a major factor for the peripheral countries failing to move closer to the centre. Flows of intellectuals are still very largely from the South to the North. With such global inequality of knowledge creation and application, wealthy countries of the global North compete to attract research talents from poorer countries of the South (Solimano, 2002), whose best and brightest then consolidate the already-strong knowledge base in the former (Hugo, 2002), at the cost of the latter (Grubel, 1987; Kapur & McHale, 2005). While the mobility of the highly skilled could raise the total world output, and benefit the world as a whole (Johnson, 1968), the international mobility of human capital tends to result in a loss of technological development and economic growth for sending countries (Dzvimbo, 2003; Mullan, Politzer & Howard, 1995; Partinkin, 1968).

Nevertheless, the non-unilateral, complex, overlapping and unpredictable characteristics of globalisation indicate that the distribution of power is fluid and changing. The worldwide circulation of the highly skilled, itself an important part of the global knowledge system, can consolidate host countries’ research hegemony, but alternatively modify global asymmetries and unidirectional flows. The hierarchical structure in knowledge distribution and dissemination has become less fixed, as loci of power and growth become more multi-polar, and dispersed (Meyer, Kaplan & Caran, 2001). Our wider research in Canada and Australia, showing that almost irrespective of family history, or personal views, the Chinese knowledge diaspora is eager to assist China’s development, and makes efforts to do so, underlines that the diaspora option can be instrumental in narrowing the North-South scientific gap (Kuznetsov, 2006; Meyer & Brown, 1999; Zweig, 2006; Zweig, Chan, & Rosen, 2004). There is some evidence that the Chinese knowledge diaspora maintain stronger academic links with the homeland, than their Indian peers (Hugo & Dasvarma, 2008).

The global mobility of the highly skilled has long been a matter of national concern, and continues to raise welfare and economic development issues (Auriol & Sexton, 2002; Bhagwati & Rodriguez, 1975; Grubel, 1987; Lucas, 2001; Olesen, 2002). Recent literature has drawn
attention to some of the potential benefits of technology transfer, trade and capital flows induced by ‘brain drain’ (Gaillard & Gaillard, 1998; Saxenian, 2006; Solimano & Pollack, 2004). The term ‘brain exchange’ implies ‘a two-way flow expertise between a sending country and a receiving country’ (Salt, 1997, p. 5). The new concept of ‘brain circulation’ refers to flows of expertise between sending and receiving countries in a way that mutually benefits both sides (Mahroum, 1999).

While still coping with brain drain, sending countries now increasingly recognise diaspora as a channel for technology transfer. With a strong attachment to their homelands, the diaspora can create networks to connect professionals and scientists around the world to help promote scientific and economic development in their home countries (Solimano, 2002). For instance, grassroots initiatives in South Africa and Latin America have been developed to link researchers abroad to networks in their home countries. Indian professionals in the United States have been the primary driving force in the transfer of knowledge to India (Cervantes & Guellec, 2002; Saxenian, 2006). The global network of highly-skilled Korean scientists and engineers strengthens Korea’s links with key host countries (Namgung, 2009). Even without permanent repatriation, the knowledge diaspora still transfer expertise and skills to their countries of origin and strengthen the connection between their host and home countries.

The study

Purposive sampling was employed to ensure adequate representation of different disciplines, ranks, and men and women. All 16 interviews were conducted by the authors on campus in 2009. Reflecting wider patterns among the Chinese knowledge diaspora, most interviewees were from the sciences, including medicine and health, but every effort was made to recruit and interview those from the social sciences and humanities. Ages varied from around 30 to about 60 years, and ranks from Lecturer to Associate Professor. Despite considerable efforts being made to recruit and interview females for the study, the large majority of interviewees were male, perhaps reflecting in part, the dominance of Chinese staff in more ‘male’ areas such as the sciences. A semi-structured interview, consisting of a number of key themes provided a degree of reliability, but also flexibility, allowing interviewees to provide more details, and authors to follow up, where required.

Major findings

In consideration of the unique features of the Chinese knowledge diaspora and based on the data collected from the interviews, the following section presents major findings:

Advantages and disadvantages of pursuing an academic career in Australia

It is not surprising that the Chinese knowledge diaspora mainly choose where to pursue their professional career based on perceived opportunities. Most of them tend to stay within the system where they complete their doctoral studies. This might be due to the network they built up during their studies. The most important reasons for them to stay are career opportunities and
living and work environments, as the following quotes illustrate:

I started my career here. At that (graduation) time, I considered the option of going back. But I didn’t. This is not only due to academic development, but also in consideration of environment and life. (Interview-CQE-4)

Advantages are obvious. In Australia, institutions have better resources and facilities in terms of research equipment, funding, and library information. Here, it is really easier to communicate with other people outside Australia, in the U.S. and Europe. This is probably the main advantage. (Interview-SCW-2)

Among the 15 interviewees, two received their PhDs from North America, one each from the UK, Singapore, Canada and China, with nine from Australia. When asked about the reasons for their coming to Ivy, one female participant whose PhD was from a major American university said,

This is a place for family life. It’s convenient for us to live here than in Texas. Teaching load here is not that much heavy as in North America. These are major attractions to us. As for research, it’s quite good here. Our faculty is wealthy, with good resources. (Interview-ASS-11)

Ivy’s international reputation is also an important factor that they consider seriously in making their decisions about where to pursue their career. As one respondent said,

Why I came here? I think, first of all, the university is very highly ranked in my area. It provides me with a better environment to make some purely academic research. (Interview-CAE-1).

Often our participants cited the lack of much Guangxi (the Chinese social and cultural system based on valuing personal relationships) as another advantage of working in Australia, as expressed by the following interviewee:

One advantage is you are totally free here. Even though you have a boss, probably the chair of your department or a professor, they give you total freedom to do whatever you like in science. So that’s one of the best advantages here. (Interview-IYY-13).

When asked whether or not she would go back if a Chinese university offers her a good job, Interview-ASS-11 said:

I’d go back as a visiting scholar, but not on a permanent basis. The academic atmosphere in the mainland is not so good, and the issue of Guangxi is often too complicated. Since we have been away for quite a long while, it can be difficult for us to relocate and fit into the Chinese system. I won’t consider going back permanently.

Two other participants with Australian PhDs made similar comments:

I worked in China for a while before I came to Australia. So I can see the differences. Guangxi is much less complicated here. (Interview-CQE-4)

They have offered me a job since 1997. Every year, they ask me to go back (permanently). There is too much politics and internal fighting (there). (Interview-IZE-15)

When considering going back to China, ‘complicated’ was the word used repeatedly by the
participants. Most of the complications related to family issues. Among them education for their children predominated, as shown by the following:

I came to Australia in 1988. My top and foremost consideration is my child. He has been here for quite a while, without good Chinese proficiency. It is quite difficult for him to fit into the mainland education system after being taught here for many years. (Interview-CGS-7)

With substantial experience in western countries, both they and their children are more used to a western work and education environment. It is therefore easier for them to move to another western country than moving to China. For example, when asked if he would be interested in jobs offered in the USA, Interview-MZS-10 said: ‘It depends on the position. If it is a good position, I’m open to take it.’ He continued to say that ‘There would be problems with the family if we move back to China. We could move to England, to the U.S., but it’s more difficult to move back to China.’

Similarly, when asked if he would take a post offered by a top Chinese university, Interview-IYY-13 said: ‘We have been very well settled here. Due to family matters, I think it’d be very hard. My daughter grows up here. She wouldn’t go anywhere else.’ When asked about jobs coming up in Toronto, Los Angeles, or New York, he said: ‘Maybe, it is more appealing to me.’

In contrast to most of our participants who are usually in their 50s and late 40s and have become established in Australia, some younger ones express quite different calculations. Although they are still working in Australia, they consider the option of going back to China to develop their career much more seriously. Indeed, they are waiting for opportunities. For example, when asked if he would leave Ivy for a post by China, Interview-CZE-9 who was 30 by the time of interview said ‘It depends on what kind of position it is. If it’s good with better salary, I’d definitely go back.’

Similarly, another interviewee, also in his early 30s, remarked:

I have not yet decided to live and work here in Australia. For me, I’m inclined to go back to China, but the point is how and when I can go back. (Interview-BSS-12)

There are various disadvantages. Among them, the most reported has been the English language. The fact that the academic culture is very heavily English language based at Ivy makes a significance difference in terms of their work and communication with overseas. As illustrated by Interview-CAE-1, ‘As a Chinese, I think English is always a barrier. I don’t think this affects our research. But it affects my teaching a lot.’

The biggest disadvantage for us is the English language. I was 20 when I started to learn it. We have to work much harder than our Australian peers to achieve equally. (Interview-SCW-2)

I think our biggest disadvantage is the English language. We learned everything in Chinese, but here everything changed into English. (Interview-ZHY-6)

Even though I have been here for more than 20 years, the language is still the main barrier to go further. It always means you can never go 100%. That’s a big disadvantage for us. (Interview-IYY-13)

Research collaboration with China
Previous studies have shown that cultural and linguistic backgrounds contribute to closer scholarly communications. Among intellectual diasporas, there is a strong positive sentiment regarding cooperation with the home country (Meyer, Kaplan & Caran, 2001). Choi (1995) also observed that many Asian background academics in American higher education kept close contact with their countries of origin, maintaining scientific and academic relationships with colleagues and institutions at home. Considering their Chinese background and their social and academic networks in China, one hypothesis was that the Chinese knowledge diaspora would work particularly well in research collaborations with China.

This study, however, has found that, although all the participants expressed their interest in research collaboration with China, and most of them have maintained contacts with their friends, family and colleagues there, the extent of actual research collaboration varied significantly. To some, an overwhelming majority of their international research collaboration is with China. For example, Interview-CAE-1 estimated that 90% of his internationally joint research was with China, while Interview-SCW-2 had 70% with China and the other 30% with overseas Chinese. Interview-MZS-10 reported ‘quite much collaboration with mainland Chinese, the Chinese in Australia, and overseas Chinese academics’. For others, such collaboration was very limited. For example, both Interview-CGS-2 and Interview-CZE-9 reported almost no research collaboration with mainland Chinese scholars.

There are many reasons for both variations in research collaboration, both with mainland Chinese, and overseas Chinese, scholars. Among those with substantial research collaborations with China, their previous academic networks in China often play an effective role in stimulating research collaborations, especially since the 1990s when China began to accelerate the integration of its scholarly circle into the international community. The Chinese intellectual diaspora is an ideal agent to liaise between Chinese and western academic communities, and assist the mainland to enter into the global knowledge system by joint projects and publications in mainstream international journals. Such knowledge bridges are in part responsible for China’s rapidly rising scientific stature (Li, 2005).

For some, the need to work with China is partially due to Australia’s geographical isolation, as one participant with her PhD from the USA remarked,

> It is a bit isolated here. I think academics here have stronger intention to communicate with China. (Interview-ASS-11)

When asked how often they keep in touch with mainland and overseas Chinese scholars, the following response by interviewee-CAE-1, who had collaborations with mainland Chinese scholars and the Chinese colleagues in Australian and U.S. universities, was typical:

> I would say very, very frequently. I keep very good contacts with my colleagues at Tsinghua, as well as many friends in the industry and government. For example, my friends came here for a visit or do research, and sometimes we work on some cooperative proposals for some international funds.

As for the forms of communication, their collaboration includes nearly all the possible forms: conferences, cooperative research, student exchange, staff visits, exchange of research papers and so on:

> Actually all of those forms, for example, one professor at Ivy and I work together to run a research network which consists of many Chinese academics. We organise such activities as conferences and training workshops, research projects. (CAE 1)
While communication is more ubiquitous and advanced technology is making it easier, there are still some issues. The establishment of research collaboration with China, while underpinned by university incentive schemes (notably among top-tier institutions), and government programmes such as 985, Hundred Talents, Thousand Talents and 111 (Welch & Cai, 2010) requires more than passion. Indeed, it was affected by various factors at multiple levels, which are often out of their control. For example, Interview-BSS-12 said,

I don’t have any concrete collaboration with mainland Chinese scholars, but I am willing to set up any sort of collaboration. The problem is often the networking. I do not know them and they do not know me.

Even after both sides meet, often there is little subsequent follow-up: ‘I had some communication with one mainland scholar after a conference. Then he moved, and we lost contact. Collaboration is easier said than done.’

Interview-CQE-4 echoed these sentiments:

I do not have much collaboration with mainland Chinese scholars. I always try to set up connections with them. It’s quite difficult to find opportunities. I’m not quite clear why some people can set up their connections quickly. I have met a few mainland scholars in my area when attending international conferences. I paid a visit to Fudan. But it was merely a visit. There was no concrete collaboration afterwards.

While every participant expressed her/his interest in conducting collaborative research with China, a number of factors restrict the fulfilment of these intentions. Replying to a question regarding the barriers to actually making the networks with China operate successfully, the participants often mentioned over-commercialisation in China’s contemporary scholarly circles, as illustrated by Interview-CAE-1 and Interview-SCW-2:

Professors have more pressure to survive in their life. I mean financial life. Many are in fact very good, but they just can’t focus on research. (Interview-CAE-1)

In China, some top scientists are not interested in doing the real work, almost like brokers. They take certain percentage of their research grants. They like to do consultancy. Once people become famous they always want to assess projects, review proposals and go to meetings to get paid. This tendency is growing, compared to years ago. (Interview-SCW-2)

Another restrictive factor is the availability of Chinese Data. When asked if they could obtain research data from China’s ministries or through their Guanxi with Chinese colleagues, Interview-SCW-2 said:

In China, getting data is terrible. You can’t get data from them. You have to buy them, and very expensive. You have to do backdoor. If you follow Chinese government regulations, they (the data) should not be released. Sometimes, China has some old silly policies which were set up many years ago. (Interview-SCW-2)

A further factor is the stratification of Chinese higher education institutions. For example, when working with Chinese institutions, Interview-SCW-2 emphasised the gap between top and regional universities. According to him,
The top Chinese scientists are world level without doubt. But the quality of the researchers at provincial universities is very poor. It is not just their scientific level, but also their English proficiency and attitude towards research.

Interview-IYY-13 made relevant comments on this:

There are major differences between Chinese universities. The top ones are very similar to those in western countries and are easy to work with. Their research is at top level.

Cultural identity

In terms of the cultural identity of the Chinese knowledge diaspora at Ivy, most of the characteristics of diasporas such as dispersion, hyper-mobility and memories of the homeland were evident, while political exile was, with almost no exception, strongly rejected. As to perceptions of how settled they are in Australia and whether they feel alienated, different responses were evident. While largely happy and comfortable with their current working and living situation, some indicated that the issue of integration into the so-called mainstream Australian society was not significant enough to affect their life and work. As indicated in the following quotes, most felt that Australia’s multicultural social environment afforded them sufficient possibilities:

The university life here is multicultural. The environment and people around are quite nice. (Interview-MZS-10)

I think discrimination is unlikely to occur in universities because the education level is much higher. (Interview-CQE-4)

Another even reported not paying much attention to the issue of mainstream society:

I have hardly thought of this. I am doing research here. It doesn’t matter much regarding the issue of so-called mainstream society. We are scholars and researchers. I don’t think people like us consider it very much. (Interview-CZE-9)

A third respondent, a senior scholar, gave a more nuanced reading of prospects for Chinese scholars working in a non-Chinese environment:

One of my concerns is promotion to the highest level. Race is a more or less inevitable factor. This is not to say that racial discrimination exists. Since you are a member of [a] minority and English is not your native language, it can be inconvenient for you in terms of communication. Being a top level professor, leadership seems much important. It is difficult for you without the native background and culture understanding. You may not fully understand the culture and customs. (Interview-MZS-10)

Some even challenged the meaning of the mainstream Australian society. For instance, Interview-IYY-13 said,

I think actually myself, I am the mainstream. I’m never worried about this. Some people in the Chinese community deliberately try to join the mainstream. Who is the mainstream? If you work at a university, you are deeply embedded in the mainstream. I even don’t notice I am not in the mainstream.
Their responses challenge the notion that migrants from China are not able to embrace an alternative environment, due to the effects of a lack of genuine interest in Australia and a totalitarian Chinese society (Gilbert, Khoo & Lo, 2000). Their feeling of alienation in Australia was not significant. On the contrary, they can be argued to be a bridge between East and West: after living and working overseas for years, with knowledge acquired from both Chinese and western societies, they have created ways to enact individualism, and combine Chinese spiritual tradition with secular western knowledge (Wang, 2001). They are cosmopolitan, rich in international experience, and can work well in various societies and culture, as illustrated by a young engineer who had lived in China, Singapore, the USA and Australia:

Maybe I do not care. I don’t have the desire to get into the mainstream, because I’m pretty international. I have kind of advantage. I’m from China and visited many places. I always think I’m a kind of international person. I don’t belong to any single country. (Interview-CAE-1)

Enter the dragon? China’s dramatic rise on knowledge and innovation indices

China is fast becoming a global player in world scholarship. Its emerging international visibility in natural science and engineering is dramatic. China’s overall representation in the international scientific community has grown rapidly since reopening to the world. The number of papers by China’s scholars appearing in prestigious mainstream natural and social science journals grew from 1,293 in 1981 to 11,435 by 1995, and to 41,596 in Science and Engineering alone by 2005. They were cited 8,517 times in 1981-85, but 77,841 times for the period 1993-97 (World Bank, 2000). China’s share of world scientific publications rose from 2% to 6.5% over the decade ending in 2004, and China already ranks second, behind the United States, in world publications on Nanotechnology. Equally, Chinese patent applications now account for 3% of applications filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT) of the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) and are doubling every two years (OECD, 2008). Whereas China’s share of Science and Engineering articles in 1998 was 1.6% of the world total, this had risen to 5.9 per cent by 2008. Citations rose from 0.6 per cent of world total to 4.3 per cent, over the same period (NSF, 2010)

At the system level, according to the Academic Ranking of World Universities conducted by the Graduate School of Education, Shanghai Jiaotong University (2007), China has Tsinghua and Peking universities in the top 200; Nanjing, University, Shanghai Jiaotong, the University of Science and Technology of China, and Zhejiang in the top 300; and a total of 14 universities that feature in the top 500.

Given such impressive developments, more and more mainland Chinese academics are acknowledged as experts in various fields:

One change I have noticed is more Chinese names appear in our professional journals, especially in the very top ones. You will be very surprised to see any journals without any Chinese names as the first author. You see some like Cell, there are 20 papers, at least 3 are under Chinese names, and even more. They are mainly people working outside China. But more and more scholars in China are publishing very good papers. About 10 years ago, there were very few, but now you can see more and more. (IYY-13)

This increases the need for the Chinese knowledge diaspora to work with China, as demonstrated by the following remarks by our interviewees:

Our colleagues in China also read western theories and use the books as well. So we can easily have some
common ground. We can easily have a common framework of reference. My area, architecture, is incredibly hot and active in China. All the well-known scholars and architects in the world want to study China, visit China, and do something in China. The scholars in China are increasingly becoming more international than I am. They see more interesting people than I can do here. It’s so dramatic. Every year, they just go up and up. (Interview-AZE-14)

Everybody, the best professors from MIT and London, all go to Beijing and Shanghai. They become very, very selective now. The platform is very high now, so obvious and so quick. It may be better for my career to go back to China, to work there for a few years. (Interview-AZE-14)

The way research is conducted is also changing dramatically in China, at least in most ‘hard’ sciences, and in some social sciences such as economics. Interview-CAE-1, who studied at Tsinghua, worked there after obtaining his PhD from the USA and only recently joined Ivy, noticed this and said:

In terms of academic culture and style, there is increasing similarity between China and Australia in many disciplines. When I was there, I was with a new department. The academic environment was pretty much like here. The way they do research was not that different from overseas now, (which is) quite different from when I was a student there. When I was there, I took part in reviewing some major grant proposals. I felt ‘Wow, amazing, some of them are really good’. The research was done in exactly the same way as those in the western world. (Interview-CAE-1)

This was confirmed by the observation by another participant:

When I was at Fudan, I found out that the research there was quite good, much at the international level. I have seen this trend during recent years when I am invited to review manuscripts submitted to academic journals. Many authors are from mainland China. There has been a great improvement in the quality of their work. Ten years ago, the quality was problematic with poor English. Now, it is quite different. (Interview-CQE-4)

**Concluding observations**

The global circulation of epistemic currents, including those among diasporic communities, challenges our longstanding notion of space and place (Tsolidis, 2001). Diasporic intellectuals and the transnational networks they establish, as part of the wider phenomenon of increased global mobility undergirded by greater density and diffusion of information technology, could tilt the balance towards countries such as China and create far more complex and decentralised, two-way knowledge flows. Once seen as a permanent loss, the exodus of the highly skilled is now more often seen as both a loss and a potential gain for the country of origin (Lowell & Gerova, 2006; Wickramasekara, 2002).

Our Ivy study shows that the diaspora group can, under the right circumstances, contribute much to both China and Australia, and are keen to do so. Undergirded by their education and experience from China, post-graduate degrees from Australia, and posts in a system that is better positioned in the global network (Altbach, 1998), they can not only help mainland scholars enter the international knowledge system, but also maintain broad contacts with other scholars in the world and conduct various international research collaborations. As potential knowledge-bridges, they can play a unique role in integrating China more closely with the international scholarly community.

Despite the fact that, in practice, several factors restricted successful research
With rich experiences in different cultures and intellectual traditions, such individuals are a particularly important asset in an era of intensified globalisation, and thus deserve special consideration at both institutional and national level.

Sadly, however, relative to some other Australian universities, several interviewees at Ivy indicated they felt these qualities were under-valued:

My faculty just wants us to be academics. If there is anything between China and Australia, they would want us to do it. But I do not feel obviously encouraged to build bridges to China. (Interview-CAE-1)

Compared with other Australian universities, Ivy has paid less attention to collaborations with Chinese universities, at least in my field. (Interview-ASS-11)

I really want to set up collaboration with mainland scholars, especially when China develops so fast. But it is somewhat ironic that there is little collaboration in engineering with mainland universities. We even have few doctoral students from China. (Interview-CQE-4)

This is a particularly regrettable finding, which underlines the importance of effective support and leadership among institutions and governments on both sides. The Chinese knowledge diaspora, on this account, is keen to forge such links and can contribute significantly to both scientific collaboration and strengthened cultural ties; but without basic support from both sides, such intentions may well remain unfulfilled.
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